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Viewsonic VX2779-HD-PRO computer monitor 68.6 cm (27")

Brand : Viewsonic Product code: VX2779-HD-PRO

Product name : VX2779-HD-PRO

- SuperClear® IPS panel
- 180Hz Refresh rate delivers fluid visuals
- Rapid 1ms MPRT for crisp image
- AMD FreeSync™ eliminates screen tearing and reduce stuttering
- HDR10 Delivers Stellar Contrast and Color Accuracy
- HDMI, Display Port inputs for simple connectivity
VX2779-HD-PRO 27” 180Hz Gaming Monitor

Viewsonic VX2779-HD-PRO computer monitor 68.6 cm (27"):

The ViewSonic VX2779-HD-PRO is a versatile 27-inch Full HD monitor designed to elevate your visual
experience,whether you're working or gaming. With a high 180Hz refresh rate and lightning-fast 1ms
MPRT response time, thismonitor ensures smooth visuals and minimal input lag – ideal for gamers
seeking a competitive advantage. Equippedwith SuperClear® IPS technology, it boasts wide viewing
angles and breathtaking visuals, perfect for immersivegaming sessions, creative endeavors, and
efficient office work. Beyond performance, the monitor's sleek designelevates your workspace
aesthetics, combining form and function for a complete package.
Viewsonic VX2779-HD-PRO. Display diagonal: 68.6 cm (27")

Display

Display diagonal * 68.6 cm (27")
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